10:15 AM  
**This is America, Charlie Brown: The Great Inventors**  
Sally's school report spotlights people who turned ideas into reality: inventors Alexander Graham Bell, Thomas Edison, and Henry Ford  
Originally aired June 25, 1996 • 30 minutes

10:45 AM  
**It's a Mystery, Charlie Brown (CC)**  
Who took Woodstock's nest? Snoopy investigate this mystery.  
Originally aired February 1, 1974 • 30 minutes

11:15 AM  
**He's a Bully, Charlie Brown**  
Will Charlie Brown finally stand up to the neighborhood bully?  
Originally aired November 20, 2006 • 30 minutes

11:45 AM  
**You're Groovy, Charlie Brown: A Look at Peanuts in the '70s**  
A short documentary including Craig Schulz, Lee Mendelson, and Jean Schulz.  
Originally aired June 1, 2010 • 20 minutes

12:15 PM  
Closed for Cleaning

12:30 PM  
**Lucy Must Be Traded (CC)**  
Charlie Brown trades away Lucy in hopes of getting a better player.  
Originally aired August 9, 2003 • 30 minutes

1:00 PM  
**You're in Love, Charlie Brown (CC)**  
Charlie Brown agonizes over the Little Red-Haired Girl. Will he finally talk to her?  
Originally aired June 12, 1967 • 30 minutes

1:30 PM  
**There's No Time for Love, Charlie Brown (CC)**  
While on a field trip, Charlie Brown, Peppermint Patty, and Marcie mistake a supermarket for an art museum.  
Originally aired March 11, 1973 • 30 minutes

2:00 PM  
Closed for Cleaning

2:15 PM  
**Bon Voyage, Charlie Brown (and Don’t Come Back!)**  
Charlie Brown, Linus, Peppermint Patty, and Marcie travel to France as foreign exchange students. Also along are Snoopy and Woodstock. Charlie Brown receives a letter from a mysterious French girl.  
Originally aired in 1980 • 75 minutes

3:45 PM  
**The Charlie Rose Interview**  
In this interview with Charlie Rose, Charles M. Schulz discusses his personal history, the history of *Peanuts*, and the comic strip’s 50th anniversary.  
Originally aired May 9, 1997 • 60 minutes

(CC) = Closed Captioned  
Also, watch the Introductory Video now showing in the Video Nook, located at the end of the Great Hall.